Plates
Plate 1.1. Plan of upper trenches, Southern Area.
Plate 1.2. Plan of lower trenches, Southern Area.
Plate 1.3. Contour plan of Southern Area, showing bedrock, with outline of LM I Building T superposed.
Plate 1.4. Schematic estimate of limit of wave destruction along the shore in the Southern Area.
Plate 1.5. Schematic restored plan of Protopalatial Building AA.
Plate 1.6. Locations of numbered areas discussed in Chap. 1.1 in connection with Protopalatial Building AA, with outlines of selected later buildings superposed. Locations are circled. Letters indicate pottery groups discussed in Chap. 3.2.
Plate 1.7 Restored plan of Neopalatial Building T in early LM IA.
Plate 1.8. Restored plan of Building T, with general dimensions as well as possible units of measurement (single unit = 32.55 cm) as proposed by G. Bianco.
Plate 1.9. Restored view of Building N, looking northwest.
Plate 1.10. Restored plan of Building N.
Plate 1.11. Restored plan of Buildings N and P.
Plate 1.12. Restored view of Building P, looking east.
Plate 1.13. State plan showing soundings in stairway of Building T, Spaces 5 and 10, and plan after clearing upper LM III level in Space 7.

Plate 1.15. General view of Southern Area, from southwest.
Plate 1.16. Southern wall of unexcavated structure K, from south.

Plate 1.17. (above left) West wall of MM ramp (a), later LM I wall (b), and western wall with foundation of Hellenistic Room A1, from southwest.

Plate 1.18. (above right) LM III steps leading north from slab-paved east-west Minoan road.

Plate 1.19. (below) Building T, Room 5, showing upper LM III floor level, partially blocked doorway into Room 5 (lower left), with line of original LM I slab floor just visible on lower right, from northwest.